Lightning discharges in electric power networks generate voltage and current surges that are propagated through the electrical network causing damage and shutdowns in the electrical system. To protect the system against these phenomena, surge arresters are very effective and widely used by electrical utilities in their electric grids. This paper presents a methodology for optimized surge arrester allocation based on genetic algorithm (GA), creating a simulation environment in the software ATP (Alternative Transients Program) to implement the proposed methodology. The optimized allocation procedure is based on a fitness function that minimizes the cost of surge arresters and maximizes the number of protected equipment. To carry out this optimized arrester allocation procedure using ATP may demand too much processing time when running large distribution grids. To overcome this difficulty a procedure is proposed to obtain an overvoltage severity description of the grid and select the most critical electric nodes for the incidence of lightning discharges, in the GA allocation procedure. The case study is applied to the IEEE 123-bus electrical feeder to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
. Cross Mean Table. A sensitivity analysis is performed in order to evaluate for which node j, the overvoltage caused 115 in the electric network is more critical. The average of overvoltage per column is calculated and stored 116 in the array V avg . Once this array is sorted, it is possible to identify the most critical nodes for lightning 117 discharge. So, it is reasonable that any study done to mitigate the impacts caused in the network due 118 to lightning discharges should first consider the most critical nodes, assuming that by minimizing 119 damages caused in this scenario, shall consequently reduce impacts due to lightning discharges in 120 other nodes. Genetic algorithm is a technique of local search that uses evolution-based procedures to make 123 small changes in a population of chromosomes in searching for an optimal solution [8] . In the following 124 it is presented a discussion on the main elements that compose the genetic algorithm fundamentals 125 applying to the problem of surge arrester optimal allocation. The chromosome represents a solution to be tested as a possible candidate to the optimal solution 128 for the problem. In Figure 2 it is represented the chromosome definition to be used in the problem of 129 surge arresters optimal allocation as proposed in this paper, where each gene represents a network 130 electric node that is candidate to receive a set of surge arrester. 
Individual

135
The population individuals, as presented in Figure 3 , refer to solutions found from decoding a 136 chromosome. Each gene is decoded considering the value 0.5 as cutoff point, that is, if gene ≤ 0.5 137 then it is assigned a value 0, otherwise it is assigned a value 1. A gene with value 0 indicates that the 138 corresponding electric node has no surge arresters allocated; value 1 indicates that surge arresters are 139 allocated in all phases of the corresponding node, being one, two or three-phase nodes. 
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Peer-reviewed version available at Energies 2019, 12, 4110; doi:10.3390/en12214110 generations. Two population settings have been defined that can be chosen by user. The first 143 configuration is set to carry out a search for a solution that performs optimal allocation with the 144 least amount of surge arresters possible. For this, the minimum population size is defined as being 145 twice the sum of the number of candidate electric nodes plus 1 as in (1).
Half of this population is stochastically generated using a uniform distribution to generate the to reduce the number of chromosomes to be generated in order to reduce execution time. This way it 156 is suggested to focus the search around the electric nodes whose lightning discharges have caused the that, repeatedly two chromosomes are selected and a random number is generated using a uniform 176 distribution. If it is verified that this number satisfies the stipulated crossover rate, a random number 177 α is generated which will serve to create weights by performing the weighted average of the parent 178 chromosomes genes, generating new genes for each child chromosome, as in (3) and (4). Otherwise, 179 two new chromosomes with the same parent genes are generated.
2.2.6. Mutation
181
The mutation operator used is the reflexive gaussian mutation. For each chromosome gene a 182 random number is generated using a uniform distribution and checked if it satisfies the configured 183 mutation rate. If false, the gene remains unchanged; otherwise a number is generated from a gaussian 184 distribution with mean µ = 0 and standard deviation σ in the range of [0, 1] as defined in the settings.
185
The standard deviation represents the maximum change that the gene will suffer. The number 186 generated in the range [−σ, σ] is added to the gene, if the result exceeds the range limits of [0, 1], the 187 surplus is reflected in the opposite direction, so the gene will never overcome this range. and, consequently, shutdown. For that, the percentage of electrical nodes whose electrical voltages are 199 less than V CFO is calculated according to (5).
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204
An electrical node violates the V CFO limit when at least one of its phases presents a voltage level 205 greater than V CFO , defined as in Table 1 , adapted from NBR 6939 [9] . When a nominal voltage occurs 206 at the ends of each range, a more conservative profile is adopted using the lowest value of V CFO among 207 the possible ones.
208 Table 1 . Insulation voltage levels:
The second term E consists of evaluating the percentage of equipment that has been protected 209 according to (6). A protected equipment is one whose electrical node has electric voltage level within 210 the V CFO limit in all its phases. Capacitor banks (BCs) and transformers are considered as equipment.
Where,
212
E total is the total number of equipment in the electrical network.
213
E over is the total number of equipment that is connected at electric nodes that have exceeded the 214 V CFO limit.
215
The third term A evaluates the number of surge arresters that were required to perform the 216 optimal allocation, as in (7), considering that each electrical node receives a surge arrester in each 217 phase. This term acts as a bonus if A allocated ≤ A desired ; otherwise, it acts as a penalty to the individuals 218 that have exceeded the established desired number of surge arrester.
219
A memory map is a data structure that indexes a value to a unique key, which is used as the 242 search parameter. In Python a memory map is implemented in dictionary form. For this application 243 the key consists of a tuple of the individual genes and the value is the calculated fitness and the 244 tiebreaker criteria, as in Figure 6 . The main advantage of using this feature is the reduced processing 245 time, however there is also an increase in memory consumption.
246 Figure 6 . Example of memory map.
Parallelization
247
Running the genetic algorithm sequentially can be very costly due to the time spent with each 248 ATP simulation. Therefore, it is essential to perform parallelization to perform multiple simulations 249 of ATP simultaneously. Parallelization was performed in processing the fitness function and in the 250 methodology of constructing the CMT because both routines use exhaustive ATP executions. 251
Results Discussions
252
To test the proposed methodology, the IEEE-123 Node Test Feeder [10] is used, whose single-line 253 diagram can be seen in Figure 7 . To guarantee the electrical network has no islands and is radial, all 254 switches were considered closed except switches 18-135 and 54-94. of these nodes, the GA execution will be done considering the incidence of lightning discharges only 259 in the three most critical nodes, firstly the most critical (B 135 ), then the two more critical (B 135 The GA parameters setting is described in The GA was executed considering six different configurations of fitness settings, as presented in 264   Table 3 . Each configuration has a specific focus that can vary between the high priority protection of arresters, that is the allowed limit.
278
As can be seen by inspection of Tables 4, 5 arresters, that is the allowed limit.
287 Table 4 . Results obtained when simulating a 10 kA lightning discharge at bus B 35 .
Configuration Fitness (%) B (%) E (%)
A allocated AG runtime (min) The GA average runtime for Tables 4, 5 and 4 were 15.55 min, 36.32 min and 79.28 min respectively.
288
The larger the number of critical nodes to be analyzed the higher the runtime due to the increased 289 ATP executions. A linear approximation, for example, considering that all IEEE-123-grid electric 290 nodes are to be analyzed it would spend approximately 54 hours of continuous computing processing.
291
Typical electric distribution grids may have thousands of electric nodes, so the direct application of 292 GA optimization procedures using ATP may become not viable with respect to processing time, and 293 using a procedure like the one proposed in this article may become it viable.
294
The GA convergence performance for configurations 1-6 has exhibited similar profiles.
295
Configuration 1 was selected to illustrate this performance, whose results can be seen in In Figure 10 it is highlighted in dotted blue line the percentage of equipment protection for the 303 best individual presented in Figure 9 . It is also presented in dotted red line the population curve 304 representing the average of all individuals in the generation, which variation profile is constrained by 305 the standard deviation confidence interval. To evaluate the GA optimal solutions performances in terms of the resulting system overvoltages, 310 the Cross Mean Table methodology is again applied, considering 10 kA lightning discharges in all 311 electric nodes, but now considering the optimal allocation of surge arresters as obtained by the GA 312 optimal solutions. In order to exemplify this performance, configuration 6 as presented in Tables 4, 5 313 and 4 will be used. Figure 12 shows the CMT results obtained after the optimal allocation of surge 314 arresters, when considered the most critical node (dotted orange curve), the two most critical nodes 315 (gray dotted curve) and, finally, the three most critical nodes (yellow dotted curve) . These results are 316 compared with results obtained for the original system without surge arrester allocation (dotted blue 317 curve), as presented in Figure 8 . It is observed in Figure 12 that in all cases considered, that is, only the most critical node, the two 319 most critical nodes, and the three most critical nodes, the proposed methodology presented a significant 320 reduction of overvoltage with respect to the condition without surge arresters allocation (original 321 electric network). The comparison among the three cases of optimal allocation, either observing 322 Figure 8 , or the previous results presented in Tables 4, 5 and 4, demonstrates that they are very 323 similar, with slight variations between the solutions presented. In this way one has a varied set of 324 feasible solutions to be adopted. It is worth to emphasize that by using the proposed methodology,
